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Top 10 Tips for
Successful Searching

I'd like to present our top 10 tips for successful searching with Mascot.

Like any hit parade, we will, of course, count them off in reverse order
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10. Don’t specify a poorly
represented taxonomy

• In most cases, if
the correct protein
is not in the
database, you’d like
to see the closest
match … whatever
the species

So, at number 10, Don’t specify a poorly represented taxonomy.

Think carefully about what you are trying to achieve when specifying a taxonomy
filter.

If the correct protein from the correct species is not in the database, wouldn't you
want to see a good match to a protein from a different species?

This is especially important for poorly represented species. For example, look at
these numbers for the NCBI nr database in June 2003:  1.4 million entries; 120,000
entries for primates, of which all but 9,000 are for human. So, even if you are
studying chimps or orang-utans or yeti, you probably don't want to choose 'Other
primates'.
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9. Use the Peptide Summary
Report for MS/MS results

• The Protein Summary Report is intended for
Peptide Mass Fingerprint results

• Worst case is a complex mixture with lots of
queries
– Protein Summary is 50 proteins max
– Matches to sets of identical peptides are not collapsed

into single protein hits, so a match may disappear off
the end of the top 50

– Weak matches may disappear into the distribution of
random PMF matches

At number 9, We encourage you to Use the Peptide Summary Report for MS/MS
results

There are several flavours of reports for Mascot search results. Historically, the first
report was the Protein Summary, used for peptide mass fingerprint results. Because
this was the first report, there are still some old clients out there that specify this
report for all searches. Unfortunately, in most cases, the Protein Summary is not a
good way to view MS/MS results. For example:
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This result from an MS/MS search has 12 significant matches. There is a little bit of
duplication, e.g. 2 serum albumins, but not much
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If we look at the same results in protein view, there is much greater duplication,
because this type of report isn't trying to collapse hits that share a common set of
MS/MS matches.

Now, we have 7 or 8 representatives for the more common protein hits, which
means that the lower scoring hits are pushed off the bottom of the list.

Also, you can't see the wood for the trees.

So, if you have old client software that brings up a protein summary for an MS/MS
search, the first thing to do is click on the link to switch to the peptide summary
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8. Submit new modifications
to Unimod

• On-line at www.unimod.org
– Saves calculating mass values
– Saves having to understand the syntax of the Mascot

mod_file
– Share your modification with other Mascot users
– Provides a way to update the modifications list on the

Mascot public web site

At number 8, if the modification you need isn't on the Mascot search form list,
submit it to Unimod. The advantages of doing this are

<read from slide>
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Unimod is a live, public domain database. If you add a modification, you become the
curator of that modification. The database is used to update the Mascot mod_file
every weekend. If you have an in-house Mascot server, you can download the same
new mod_file
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7. Be skeptical if the Mascot
score is below threshold

• It may be right …

At number 7, with a bullet, Be skeptical if you want to accept a match when the
Mascot score is below threshold.

You may be right ...
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Identity threshold
for this search is 73

Here's a good example.

A run of 9 Y ions. Who wants to tell me that this could never happen by chance?
And yet the score is below threshold!

OK, now lets take a look at a different match
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Now we have a run of 11 y ions and a higher score, above the significance threshold.

These are not similar sequences with the same set of mass matches.
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The threshold was high because this was an EST search. However, this doesn't
change the fact that many people would accept the first match until shown the
second.

Our subjective judgement can be misleading

I'm not suggesting that Mascot is infalible, far from it. However, if you choose to
disregard the score, you should look very carefully at the match and, ideally, have
some additional evidence for it being correct.
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6. Peak detection, peak
detection, peak detection

• Especially critical for Peptide Mass Fingerprints
• Time domain summing of LC-MS/MS data is very

important
• Throw out low mass precursors in MS/MS

If you ask an estate agent (a realtor) in the UK what determines the price of
property, they'll probably reply location, location, and location.

Well, in many ways, the quality of a Mascot result depends on peak detection, peak
detection, peak detection.

<read from slide>
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There is a world of difference between a good quality peak list, as you might expect
from a piece of software like - random example - Mascot Distiller, and a poor quality
peak list, where every spike and glitch on the baseline has been added to the peak
list
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In the case of MS/MS data, noise peaks aren't such a problem, because Mascot
itertively determined which are signal and which are noise. However, time domain
processing of LC-MS/MS data is very important.

This example shows what you don't want to see - the same peptide found over and
over again. If all these spectra could be summed together, the signal to noise, and
hence the Mascot score, would be greatly improved
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5. Keep the taxonomy indexes
up-to-date

• Whenever you update a database, update the
relevant taxonomy files
– Database update script does this automatically

At number 5, one for the Administrators of in-house Mascot servers: Keep your
taxonomy indexes up-to-date

<read from slide>
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From time to time, its a good idea to check the stats file for each database. It
contains lots of useful information, like whether entries contain illegal characters or
whether an entry is too long.

It also tells you how good your taxonomy is. Here are the numbers for the nr
database on our web site at the end of May. There are 1.4 million entries, but only
1200 have no taxonomy. In other words, better than 99.9% of the entries have a
taxonomy assigned. If you look at your stats file and see that (say) 10% of the
entries have no taxonomy, that's 10% of the entries that are going to be missed
whenever you do a search with taxonomy specified.
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4. Remember that enzyme
specificity also applies to
Sequence Queries

Top tip number 4 is Remember that enzyme specificity also applies to Sequence
Queries

One of the most common emails we receive is "Mascot is broken. I did a search for
this peptide and I know its in the database but Mascot failed to find it"
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For example, here's a search for glu-fib, a very common sequencing standard. The
mass is correct and the sequence is correct. But, when we do a search of Swiss-Prot -

No results!

Why
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Because glu-fib in Swiss-Prot is not a tryptic peptide. The N-terminus is created by
a post-translational cleavage after serine. If you now go back to the search form and
select enzyme type none, bingo ... you'll get a match
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3. Don’t specify a protein mass
unless essential

• Slows down the search
• Cannot guarantee that the mass of the database

entry is close to that of the analyte
• Never useful for MS/MS search. Only useful for

Peptide Mass Fingerprint when
– Analyte is small fragment of very large entry
– Low complexity entry

Number 3 is another very common technical support issue: Whether to specify a
protein mass

<read from slide>
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APOA_HUMAN:
4548 AA, of which

4218 AA is 37
repeats of a 114 AA

Kringle domain

Here, for example, is human Apolipoprotein a Almost all of this protein is a
repeated kringle domain of just 114 residues. Statistically, this protein behaves like
a much smaller protein ... for eample, it will produce many fewer unique tryptic
peptides than you would expect from its size. If you had a peptide mass map of this
protein, it would be very, very difficult to get a match without specifiying a small
protein mass.

This, and the case where the experimental protein is a very small fragment of the
database entry are the times you need to use SEG. Otherwise, much better to leave
the protein mass open
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2. Use the error graphs to
estimate mass tolerances

± 0.5

± 1.5

± 0.5

± 1.5

Number 2 is a  reminder to use the error graphs to estimate mass tolerances

1. This example is fine, the mass errors are well within the specified tolerance of +/-
0.5. You could probably increase the score slightly by going to +/- 0.3, but safer to
leave it where it is

2. This is also fine! The mass values are mostly within the specified tolerance of +/-
1.5. In fact, this is the error distribution for a very good MS/MS match from an ion
trap.

3. In contrast, this is not right. Although the accuracy is better than the last
example, the mass scale should continue to 2500 Da. However, all the potentail
matches above 1650 Da have been lost because the tolerance is too tight and is
clipping the high masses. The precision suggests that some calibration is overdue

4. This is a worrying example. The accuracy is excellent, but a very wide tolerance
has been specified. For a peptide mass fingerprint, this can easily create a false
positive, because the distribution of mass values is is not uniform. This kind of data
is playing with Mascot's mind. I don't have time to go into great detail. Suffice to
say that if you see this, you should set a more appropriate tolerance, like +/- 0.5.
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1. Be sparing with variable
modifications

• Some modifications are worse than others
– Mods that affect a terminus are less of a problem, e.g.

Pyro-glu
– Mods that apply to residue(s) with a high fractional

abundance and at any position are BIG problem, e.g.
Phospho (ST) = 13%

• Use an error tolerant search to pick up
uncommon modifications
– Efficient
– Also catch non-specific peptides

And finally, number 1, our top tip! Be sparing with variable modifications

<read from slide>
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Acetyl (K)
Carbamidomethyl (C)
Carboxymethyl (C)
Me-ester (DE)
Oxidation (M)
Phospho (ST)
Phospho (Y)
Sodiated (DE)

Oxidation (M)

92 sec

8 sec

This search of a single MS/MS spectrum, using one variable mod, gives a nice,
statistically significant match.

If the search is repeated with 8 mods, the match is the same, but it is no longer so
clear cut.

All of these mods have effectively increased the size of the database by a factor of
30!

Whats worse, the search takes over 10 times as long!

So, our top tip is to use variable mods sparingly. You'll get better results faster.
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1. Be sparing with variable modifications

2. Use the error graphs to estimate mass tolerances

3. Don’t specify a protein mass unless essential

4. Remember that enzyme specificity also applies to

Sequence Queries

5. Keep the taxonomy indexes up-to-date

6. Peak detection, peak detection, peak detection

7. Be skeptical if Mascot score is below threshold

8. Submit new modifications to Unimod

9. Use the Peptide Summary Report for MS/MS results

10. Don’t specify a poorly represented taxonomy

So, there we are, our top 10 tips for 2003. I hope you'll find one or two of them
useful


